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HEBREW INCUNABULA 

CASSUTO, UMBERTO. Incunaboli Ebraici a Firenze. Firenze, 
LEO S. OLSCHKI, 1912, pp. 36, 2?. 

Hebrdische Inkunabeln r475-I49o. Mit 33 Faksimiles. Katalog 
15I von Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat. Miinchen. 

Since De Rossi's famous Annales Hebraeo-Typographici sec. 
X V, Parma, I795, the short and exhaustive paper of A. Freimann, 
'Ueber hebraische Inkunabeln', Leipzig, I902 (reprint from 
Centralblatt fur Bibliothekswesen, XIX, io8-I6), was the first 

monograph devoted to our subject. While De Rossi first dealt 

with the dated incunabula in chronological order and had them 
followed by the undated ones, Freimann arranges them according 
to cities and presses.1 The two publications under review show 

the same difference of arrangement, only that Cassuto places the 

undated books in their approximate places, as does Jacobs in 

Jewish Encyclopedia, VI, pp. 578-9. Together with the descrip- 
tions of incunabula in Wachstein's catalogue reviewed previously 

(JQR., N. S., vol. VI, pp. 107 seq.) they form a most welcome 

1 Freimann enumerates o10 books, omitting two recorded by De Rossi: 
Mardokai Finzi, nrlli, Mantua; De Rossi, I13; Steinschneider, I658-9 

(a copy of this unusually rare booklet was acquired by Mr. Sassoon some 
time ago, I learned from Mr. E. N. Adler) and one of the two Ixar Penta- 

teuchs, De Rossi, 73; Steinsch., No. 8; Proctor, 9602; or De Rossi, 143; 
Steinsch., No. ioIi; Proctor, 96oi (he gives the Steinsch. number for 
the first, the Proctor number for the second) and two recorded in Stein- 
schneider's Supplementum Cat. Bodl.: Abot with Maimonides in 23 leaves, 
being a separate issue from the Roman Mahzor with omission of the 

signature of the latter (see now ZfHB., XIV, p. 49, and 187, No. 11) and 
the two leaves of Alfasi. 

Since that time a few more incunabula have come to light and are 
described in ZfHB., mostly by Freimann. 
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addition to the literature on our subject and will have to 
be consulted by every bibliographer in this field. Rosenthal's 
catalogue offers sixty-eight numbers containing forty-eight different 
books or parts of books, a collection which could not be easily 
duplicated again, as Hebrew incunabula are constantly growing 
scarcer. The prices go far beyond those ever charged before for this 
class of books and seem to me in many cases to be exorbitant.2 
The description of the books is very well done and shows the 
hand of a trained bibliographer, who is thoroughly familiar with 
the history of Hebrew typography. He gives careful collations 
and typographical descriptions. For the Rome prints, which we 
generally describe as printed before I480, he tries to prove a 
somewhat earlier age under No. 48 and places them tentatively 
in the year 1475 (see infra). Among the Spanish incunabula he 
has leaves of various unknown editions, about which I hope to 
speak more in another connexion. Thirty-three facsimiles, five 
of them giving full pages, are a particularly welcome addition as 

they are selected with discretion. It is a pity that for the Conat 

type the author did not think of reproducing fol. 350 of Gersonides 
on the Pentateuch, in which a letter was pulled out of its place in 
the course of the printing and laid upon the forms. We get the 
measures of the type employed by Conat, p. 4, no. 4'(27 mm. long, 
6mm. broad).3 

Facsimile 30 does not belong to No. 63 but to 66. The 
latter, a Pentateuch with Targum (of which the Jewish Theological 
Seminary has two leaves, presented to its Library some years ago 
by Dr. Schechter), seems to me to come from a very early Spanish 
press. Rosenthal compares it with Haebler 332, of which unfor- 

tunately no facsimile is found in Haebler's Typografia. This 
edition of the Tur is ascribed to Lisbon only on the authority 
of Van Straalen, which is of little weight in such questions. 

2 Since writing the above (July, I9I8) the prices of rare books in 
general hlave advanced so much that one can only say that Rosenthal 

anticipated the movement by a few years. 
3 See for similar instances in Latin incunabula, Talbot Baines Reed, 

History of the old English Letter Foundries, London, 1887, p. 24. 

H 
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Freimann, p. 9, note 2, considers his statement very doubtful. 
In my opinion the book, of which the Seminary Library has two 
leaves, was printed in Spain. Incidentally I may remark that 
Rosenthal calls No. 57, Ramban I489, the first book printed in 

Lisbon, but ascribes our fragment to the same press, that of 

Toledano, and to the year 1480 ! 
Cassuto describes only forty-three volumes containing thirty- 

one different incunabula which are found in the libraries of 

Florence, and they are with very few exceptions printed in 

Italy. But in spite of the smaller number of books described, 
his is a very important contribution to bibliography, for the author, 
while consulting all his predecessors, does not accept any of their 
statements without careful examination and not infrequently takes 
occasion to correct them. Cassuto dwells less on the typographical 
description; his collation is less detailed, but he reproduces the 
characteristic parts of the epigraphs, notes of former owners, &c. 
The book is a reprint from Olschki's Bibliofilia, XII-XIII, and 
this explains the fact that the few facsimiles given are taken from 
the most common incunabula described, those that happened to 
be in the possession of Olschki. It is greatly to be regretted that 
no exception was made for the unique Pentateuch described 
under No. 43 and such rare works as Petah Debarai of I492 and 
the Brescia Psalms of 1493, Nos. 40 and 42. Like Rosenthal 
and Wachstein, Cassuto does not seem to know the careful 

description of thirteen Soncino incunabula in vol. II, part i of 

Manzoni, Annali tipografici dei Soncino, Bologna, 886. 

Special attention is paid to the dates, and in some instances 
common errors are corrected. Under No. I9, Cassuto convin- 

cingly shows that the date of the first edition of the Hagiographa 
is wrongly printed, and that in Tishri 5248 the printer, by a slip 
of memory, repeated the date of the previous year, thus giving 
the impression that the third volume appeared before the first, 
while in the colophon to the latter he expressly refers to 
the other volumes as still to be printed. The error of Stein- 
schneider in giving the date of the conclusion of printing the 
Pentateuch of the first complete Bible by Soncino, as February 23 
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instead of April 22, had already been pointed out by Manzoni, 
1. . 152; not only Freimann and Jacobs, but also Darlow and 
Moule, No. 5075, repeated the mistake. Of wrong calculations 
of dates quite a number are found in all the works on our 

subject, and even Cassuto repeated one at least in No. 36 = 
Rosenthal 37. Kimhi's Sefer Shorashim is said to have been 
finished in Naples, Thursday, Rosh Hodesh Adar, I49I. The first 
of Adar of that year fell on the I Ith of February, the date generally 
given for our book; but the IIth was a Friday, and therefore 
the first day of Rosh Hodesh, February Ioth, must be meant. 

Rosenthal, No. i8, places the date of the colophon of the 
Talmudic treatise Niddah on July 22, 1489; but the 25th of 
Ab fell on the 23rd. The treatise Hullin was finished a month 

earlier, on the 15th of Tammuz, identified by Steinschneider with 
the I3th instead of the I4th of June (January in Freimann is 
a misprint). I may be permitted to add two more corrections 
of dates in this connexion. The earliest dated incunable, the 
Rashi of Reggio, was finished on the Ioth of Adar, 1475, which 
is the I8th, not the 5th, of February. Ibn Ezra on the Pentateuch 
was finished on the 36th day of Omer,4 i.e. as De Rossi, p. 58, 
rightly remarks, the 2Ist of lyyar. Steinschneider emphatically 
maintains (Cat. Bodl., p. 680, comp. introduction, p. xix, note i6) 
that it is the 22nd, and all the bibliographers down to the 
Probedruck of the German Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke 
follow him in giving the 3rd of May instead of the 2nd. 

Some of the dates of the incunabula are unfortunately in- 

complete and cannot be identified with certainty; the statement 

4 Mahler, Handbuch der jiidischen Chronologie, Leipzig, 1916, p. xv, 
maintains that dates were never given according to the 'Sephira'! The 

present case shows how necessary a Sefira table is for practical purposes. 
See also the date of the Mantua Josippon. The Sefira is fiequently used 
in dating letters and responsa. The following three cases from colophons 
of manuscripts of the Seminary Library illustrate its application in different 
countries. Mishna Zeraim with Maimonides' commentary was finished in 
Yemen on the ?"Dgn:l Z', 1628 Sel = April 2t, I316, Nahmanides on 
Gittin the 36th day of Omer, 5157 = March I8, I397, in Almunia, Spain, 
a Siddur on the 37th day, 5203 = April 22, I443, in Arezzo, Italy. 
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in the Yosippon that it was finished on the 49th day of Omer 
without a mention of the year is perhaps the most striking instance. 
The day of the month is more frequently omitted. I lately came 
across a case in which an exact determination seems possible to 
me. The Lisbon Nahmanides (Rosenthal, No. 57), according 
to De Rossi, was printed in Ab, I489. Steinschneider remarked 
that the day of the week was also mentioned in the colophon 
(reprinted MGWJ., II, pp. 281-2), being expressed by :31n nr, 

Wednesday. In this case we must expect that the day of the 
month was also given, and I find it in this very passage, 3n13 n3 
btin 3NK XNW' r"nni ., , .nn Mm n 13 tw. Here 4te con- 

tains the date. The printer cannot, however, mean the i8th 
of Ab = I6th of July, which fell on Thursday; we certainly 
must not count the K; perhaps he wanted to place dots over 
the other two letters, but forgot. A mistake on his part is also 
not quite impossible. However that may be, it is possible to 

date the book July r5, I489. 
I shall now add some remarks, following the order of Cassuto, 

referring at the same time to the parallel entries in Rosenthal. 
The first book in Cassuto is the Mantua Josippon, which he 

describes as a folio, while Rosenthal calls it a quarto. Chwolson, 
5NW' mD:1n1 I'n,n n'rtKl, p. ii, states that the two copies 

of the book he has seen are almost folio size. In this connexion 

it is interesting to remember that Azariah de Rossi speaks of two 

Conat editions, an assertion which Luzzatto in the name of Almanzi 

explains by the fact that Conat printed two editions, one on 

larger and one on smaller paper (Ozar Nechmad, II, pp. 12- 

I3). De Rossi's assertion (Annales, p. 1I5) that Tam ibn Yahya 
in the Constantinople edition also refers to previous editions, 
Steinschneider rightly considers doubtful. As a matter of fact, 
Tam only speaks of his text in opposition to the Latin versions of 

Josephus. The Constantinople edition, to which De Rossi refers, 
contains nothing more than the Venice edition, which slavishly 
follows its predecessor, only placing the epilogue of the editor 
and the table of contents in the front of the book instead of at 
the end. It even imitates the colophon as closely as possible. 
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As the book is extremely rare-it is only found in Parma, 
the Vatican, and the Library of Columbia University, N. Y.- 
I give here this colophon from the latter copy (purchased from 

Catalogue Lehren, Amsterdam, 1899, No. 955), overlining the 
words which differ in the Venice edition: ;' nnW n:tqr nDwnl 

NTe Consant inople editionn r n 'begins wh npplrm ena n 

1V1 nl:'wn nrinn hicin nirvn a large old erman 

nlnip *aiyi W1nm WiDnn: D0=4 na1 Nwn -Ivw 0wv3 ip4nn nnl 

nsm 1r?':P i lnw I"m1 KCn1 'i np1y' m, nnn Kin nst, ,mTOrr 

niw 3t n"nz lnnVw nnm,nl: 1. y ny nnv tl^n nnp?m 6=a is 

inrwn nSwnn nnn wn CWs 4nn- Nummin Tlninin I"1m i13n 

h and in t e beginning of the opy of the1 nu tua editon in The Constantinople edition begins with the words 08" Ssn Dw: 
pjl'l p1 "1D InK 51nN5 , which are written in a large old German 
hand in the beginning of the copy of the Mantua edition in 
Columbia, just as they are found in the facsimile of Baron 

Gunzburg's copy in the front of his reprint of it (ed. Kahana, 
Berdichev, I913) and the three copies of De Rossi. A. Cohen, 
Hebrew incunabula in Cambridge, p. 2 (JQR., XIX, p. 745), takes 
these words as part of the text, as had been done by Roest when 

describing the Columbia copy (Catalogue b3 nr'p, Amsterdam, 
I867, p. 193). This copy is a small quarto. It once belonged to 
Andreas Osiander, who acquired it 'duobus nummis aureis' on 

July 7, 1526, from Joh. Bossenstain (= Boeschenstain), and pre- 
sented it later to Matthias Hafenreffer in Tiibingen. It after- 
wards came into the possession of Solomon Dubno. The second 

copy, described by Roest as on larger paper, is now in the Library 
of the Hebrew Union College. 

The John Rylands Library at Manchester possesses a copy of 
Josippon on vellum (Catalogue, 1899, p. 953). As none of Conat's 
books is represented in Freimann's list of Pergamentdrucke 
(ZfHB., XIV) this is the only known product of his press 
printed on vellum. 
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The contradiction in the date of the second number of 

Cassuto, Gersonides on Job, was already noticed by Stein- 

schneider. 
While giving extracts from the colophon to the Psalter of 

I477, Cassuto ought not to have omitted the most interesting 
statement that the size of the edition was 300 copies, the same 

as that of some of the books printed by Sweynheim and Pannartz, 
the first Italian printers, at Subiaco and Rome, 1465-1472. In 

a letter to the Pope they enumerate twenty-eight books, nine of 

them printed in two editions, four of which they had produced 
in 300 copies, the others in 275 (see Serapeum, XIII, pp. 241-8; 

Brit. Mus. Cat. of Incunabula, IV, p. I5). 300 was also the 

size of John of Speyer's second edition of Cicero's Epistolae ad 

Familiares, Venice, I469, and Philipp Lavagna's edition of the 

same book in Milan, 1472 (see Alfred W. Pollard, An Essay 
on Colophons, Chicago, 1905, pp. 32-3 and I51). Wendelin of 

Speyer published in Venice, 1470 and I47I, two editions of 

Sallust of 400 copies each (Pollard, pp. 37, 39). This was also 

the size of Solomon Alkabes's edition of Kimhi's commentary 
on the Later Prophets, Guadalajara, 1482 (evidently this is the 

meaning of the colophon, Cat. Bodl., p. 869). Some of the earlier 
editions were much smaller; thus John of Speyer brought out a first 
edition of Cicero's letters as well as Pliny's natural history in only 

oo00 copies each (Pollard, pp. 3I, 35, 36). It is therefore quite 

likely that Baron Gtinzburg's hypothesis that Conat's edition of the 

Tur Orah Hayyim consisted of 125 copies is well founded 

(Festschrift Chwolson, Berlin, I899, p. 60). He is certainly right 
as against Chwolson, /. c., p. 7, in interpreting Conat's colophon 
to mean that I25 double leaves constituted the daily output 
of his press. To come back to our Psalter, the Breslau copy of 

this edition, according to Zuckermann's catalogue (p. 47), has 

not the name Neriyyah (one of the printers) in the colophon; 
the same is the case in our copy (formerly Ghirondi-Schoenblum; 
Cat. M. Spirgatis 76, Leipzig, 1900, No. 39), in which the last leaf 

is facsimiled, evidently from the Breslau copy. The typographical 

arrangement (reproduced by Wachstein, p. 36) shows that the 
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name must have been originally there, and probably was rubbed 
out in one copy. 

The Moreh (No. 5) was, according to Chwolson (1. c., p. 32), 
the first of the books which were printed in Rome and appeared in 

1476 or r477. Rosenthal (No. 49) places it c. 1475, suggesting 
an even earlier date as he finds the Rome prints more primitive 
and representing a lower stage of the development of printing than 
Conat's work. His reasoning, however (see p. 2 ), presupposes a 

general logical development of the printing craft for which there is 
no proof. The printers generally imitated their predecessors, the 

scribes, and it is possible that the Rome printers took another 
class of manuscripts as their models, than those of other cities. 

Perhaps an influence of Christian printers might be traced, as 
it is in itself not unlikely that some of the early Jewish printers 
may have served their apprenticeship with printers of Latin 
books. Were there Jewish artisans among the latter? I lack 
the familiarity with non-Hebrew incunabula which an answer 
to these questions presupposes. But a glance through the pages 
of the Rome volume of the British Museum Catalogue of 

Fifteenth-century Books will convince any one that there also 

printing in one column was far more common than in double 
columns. Rosenthal's second argument that the large square 
type used indicates greater age, and that only later were smaller 
and Rabbinic types employed, has no foundation whatever. The 
Tur of I475 is printed in very small square characters, the 

Reggio-Rashi of the same year with Rabbinic type of a Spanish 
character, while e. g. the Zamora-Rashi of 1487 shows square type 
of a regular size. Lack of colophons is so common with 

undoubtedly later books that it is very risky to take it as an 
indication of an earlier date. Since colophons were common in 
Latin books printed in Italy long before the Hebrew ones, no 

special ingenuity was required to imitate this custom in Hebrew 
books. The argument from the selection of texts, that Nah- 
manides most likely preceded Gersonides, does not require 
refutation. On the other hand we have a positive date for one 
of the Rome prints which, I think, prevents our going back too 
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far. Seeligmann drew attention to the epigraph in Iimhi's 

Shorashim which is only found in the Amsterdam copy (ZfHB., 
VII, p. 25), and Freimann (ibid., note, cp. VIII, p. 127) showed 
that it contains a reference to the decision of a quarrel which was 

given in 1478. Here we have then one of these books which 
was printed after I478. According to Seeligmann (1. c. and 

ZfHB., XVII, I4) these incunabula were not printed in Rome. 
This reference to Seeligmann also escaped Cassuto, who 

(No. 7) describes a splendid parchment copy of this book which, 
while containing all the blank leaves at the beginning and end, 

evidently lacks this epigraph which, in the Amsterdam copy, 
immediately follows the final words reproduced by Cassuto. 
This is perhaps a parallel to the Naples 1491 edition of the 
same book of which the British Museum copy has at the end 
the name of a printer, Catorze, not found in the dozen or so 
other known copies of this edition (see infra). 

The Bologna Pentateuch of I482 on parchment (No. 8) has 
a note of sale, unfortunately not a very early one-it is dated 

I633-the price being thirty florins. The only other price found 
in the Florence incunabula is a statement that Maimonides' code 

(No. 28) was given as security for 8 giulii (- of a scudo; Zunz, 
Zur Geschichte, p. 460) and should become the property of the 

lender if the money was not paid back in April-but no year 
is given. As we get only very few instances of the prices paid 
for incunabula such notes are of value. Freimann (Ueber hebr. 

Inkunabeln, p. 4) could only enumerate four instances, to which 
he later added a fifth (ZfHB., XII, p. 38), a Kol-Bo purchased 
for I5 Bolognesi in I575. The Seminary copy of the same book 
was acquired for 20 Bolognesi by Moses Finzi da Arezzo who 
lived about the same time. According to an undated statement 
in the Seminary copy of Nahmanides, Shaar ha-Gemul Juda 

(Leon) Gonzago acquired it for 2 giulii. Our copy of the Ixar 
Yoreh Deah was given as security for 20 marks in 1518 (ptD'n 
tpnr jwrnn r "t In: sNpn,~ 

' n '' -'ii- n1 ri 4nz In). A more 

interesting reference from the year I500 is found in Pelli- 
canus' autobiography (see Das Chronikon des Konrad Pellikan, 
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herausgegeben durch Bernhard Riggenbach, Basel, I877, p. 20; 
Die Hauschronik Konrad Pellikan's, deutsch von Th. Vulpius, 

Strassburg, 1892, p. 22). A Tiibingen bookseller sold him the 

Brescia Bible for ri gulden, while he had thought he would 
have to pay 6 to 8 for so rare a book. (See also the price of 

Josippon quoted above.) Rosenthal also has a parchment copy 
of the Bologna Pentateuch (No. 6), which he combines with the 
Soncino Prophets as the first Bible edition, for which he asks 

io,ooo M.! forgetting the Hagiographa altogether, of which he 
has some parts (Nos. 26 and 28). The Seminary Library has 
one of the few paper copies of this Pentateuch, in which only 
a few pages are missing at the beginning and end; besides, it 
has two leaves on parchment which are printed on one side 

only, and had been used as binding for a book. 
The correct number of pages for the Early Prophets (No Io), 

Albo (No. 12), and the Later Prophets (No. I6) have already been 

given by Manzoni (pp. 58-9, 70, 133), for the latter also by Zedner 

(p. I21). Manzoni (pp. 133 and 152) also has corrected Stein- 

schneider in the dates of the Mahzor (No. I4) and the Soncino 
Bible of 1488 (No. 25). 

The dated Ixar Pentateuch of I490 (No. 32) is from the same 

press and has the same printer's mark as the undated one 

(No. 35), the colophon of which is reprinted here for the first 

time; accordingly the name of the printer, Eliezer Alantansi, 

ought to appear in both cases. Solomon Zalmati, as he himself 

says, only supplied the funds for the printing "irit nrw,n Dlw 

1V1p nl'q1: lIpnrn n v 1I nnn, as he had done seven years 
earlier for the publication of a Latin commentary on the Psalms 

by the convert Perez de Valencia, the author of an attack on the 

Jews also printed in Valencia by the same printer, Alfonso 
Fernandez de Cordova, evidently a friend of Zalmati (Haebler, 
Bibliografia Iberica, p. 253). For the undated Pentateuch 
Cassuto gives I9o, Wachstein (No. 70) I91 leaves, both put the 

printing c. I490-5, following in this respect De Rossi, who con- 
sidered -I,SK a Portuguese city. Since the place has been 
identified by Zunz (Zeitschrzft, pp. 135-6) as being in Spain, it is 
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of course evident that it must have appeared before the expulsion, 
and Zunz indeed expressly draws this inference. Rosenthal has 
one parchment leaf (Gen. i8. Io-30) of the dated Pentateuch 

(No. 55). Following a misprint in Freimann he calls the printer 
Alantasi. 

For Kimhi's Shorashim, Naples I490 (No. 33) Cassuto gives 
the name of Samuel Latif as printer. Latif, however, only served 
as a corrector to some printer, as he did to Soncino for the 
treatise Ketubot according to his epigraph of Dec. IS, 1487 

(Freimann, ZfHB., XII, p. I4). In Cassuto's abstract of the 

colophon the reference to the several copies he consulted and 
the claim of great correctness ought not to have been omitted. 
For the 1491 edition (No. 36) Cassuto missed the reference to 

Zedner, p. 200, who, as I mentioned before, found in his copy 
the name of the printer, Isaac ben Judah ben David, called Ben 
Catorze from Calatayud, Aragon. 

Since the colophon of this edition, which is partly missing in 
the Florence copy, contains some interesting statements, and has 
not been reproduced, it may be given here according to the 

Seminary copy, adding in brackets the last four lines and the 
addition in the third line before them, which occur only in the 
British Museum copy. The ends of the lines are indicated by 
vertical strokes; the underlined words are printed in Rabbinical 

characters: 

"Ip1 KK np? I |nv ) rwno p nnm^ Kin nl wn D , nrn 

' " I 'W t:'::s P: O"' ,pr '*D'n I n 'nl 3,S' 1 '* '* D 
' 2 SK 

|I Dn n ws I. nennn ri 
' nl u:nt qD' 1e1n 1 .|. wnN 

,nrn jt" n D4D=1 nnnDDln | nK N 'D vWinnm INKn 
- - n4v-v nzwe 

DU1n nb3 iDD,n n | nnm:rl rm^DnD ,:-n *1f -p$n MF p5D QDo 

0411 =9 nnW inijppn D1rr ni,nl ol |br vv npru nlnpn 04^b 

|1 3 R^,p p,, 

pz nn l *D sn v n1wi i IIi& z^W~ nOin nmnn ;zjni 
*nlDw "nSws n "t' liaw n 1: l c nw IIIDD n nnv m:n t nS -6 .on 

- ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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w rN vzy w iEn'P b: iv n 13 1 D t I [ -' n ' KmM * * fl p1 

rn nDon I | n rr mm iri mn nn w viro v wn ni riWn |r I rr 

i: i n,nnn imnll n lsm w | Q^nnnsn SK D: 35 rDn 5z is nSrinn 

,1 * I innin nMOW ?Tnn '1nupi 1'3 1) I;1 I CWK 1m niupn 'cnmo 

by] 'i?s: ^n ,D lo^9w J'*' * ln n13w nn^w\ inf< | I li3 

m| ̂ F nt wn nmE flf wnn wNi wrnn I 1 3 [nnr1 minn, n1f 

I mIN 31 5 np sy I | wlinn 46NZK Irn 14] I 1 n N I nI nl 

;: nDin-non 5^r 711 pz ,n1,71 !K VI3 5 tn ? p I |1rN m6n: 
['ntmP 

Rosenthal (Nos. 35-7), following Freimann, ascribes both 
editions to Joseph Gunzenhauser. This hypothesis is entirely 
unacceptable. The two editions appeared within five months 

of each other about twelve years after the editio princeps we 
discussed before. That there should have arisen suddenly such 
a general demand for a dictionary of the Bible at Naples among 
the scholars, beginners, and especially teachers, to whom the 

printer looks as prospective buyers, does not sound probable, and 
one cannot understand why a printer should in such a way 
compete with himself. We certainly should expect some informa- 
tion about the peculiar circumstances in the colophon. Instead, 
Catorze only praises his twninnn n? n 1s 'w, as far superior to 
all printed works on the subject, thus including the Makre Darde- 
ke of 1488, as well as Latif's edition of Kimhi. Moreover, the 
two editions are very different; not only is the earlier printed 
in one column, the later in two, but the former has the references 
in the margin, the other in brackets in the body of the text. The 
fact that in the 149I edition two columns were omitted in the 

early part of the book (end of letter i) and supplied at the end is 

perhaps due to hurried work in order not to give the other printer 
too great an advantage. This also accounts for the omission of 
the references to the pericopes of the Pentateuch after the first 
dozen folios or so referred to in the colophon. Furthermore, the 

type used is different in both, the Rabbinical characters employed 
for the references being much smaller in the former. Both sets of 
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type seem to me different from all the other fonts used at Naples, 
e.g. the ligature ':, which both use in the Rabbinical type, 
I have not seen elsewhere. (Similarly, Baron Gtinzburg, Festschrzft 
Chwolson, p. 96, note, points to the difference between the Conat 

type used for the early part of the Yoreh Deah of I477 [fols. 1-30 
and 39] and the Ferrara type used for the rest as most evident 
in this same ligature Ic.) Accordingly Rosenthal's statement 
that the types used are identical with those of Gunzenhauser's 
edition of Nahmanides' Shaar ha-Gemul is incorrect in both 
instances. 

Of Avicenna's Kanon, Cassuto describes a fragment (No. 39), 
Rosenthal an almost complete copy (No. 39); Wachstein (No. 48) 
also has a copy. This book, of which I possess a copy myself, 
I lately examined rather carefully, and will go in this instance 
a little more into bibliographical detail. Following De Rossi, all 
the bibliographers state that the book is printed in two columns 
and has fifty lines to the column; only Cassuto notices that the 
number of lines varies, and that one page is printed in one 
column. This is the case with the recto of the first leaf of 

signature n in Book I and the last four lines of fol. 8 b of signa- 
ture N of Book IV, in which two instances the lines are continuous, 

covering the whole page. In Book III, signature ~, fol. 3 a, only 
one column is printed in the middle of the page. The number 
of lines varies from 40-55, and differs greatly in the columns of 

one and the same page. To give a few examples picked at 

random: Book I, signature t, fol. 3, col. I has 44, col. 2, 40, 
col. 3, 47, col. 4, 44 lines; in the following leaf col. i has 50, 
col. 2, 49, col. 3, 48, col. 4, 46 lines (counting the spaces left 
between the chapters as lines). This gives an idea of the uneven 

appearance of the book, of which I think we find no other 

example among Hebrew incunabula. Only Rosenthal noticed that 
in Book I, signature N, leaf 8 a, we find on the margin a woodcut 

diagram of the bones of the neck. The collation of the book 
offers more difficulties. De Rossi counts 143, I92, and 141 leaves, 
Rosenthal 143, 194, and I40, Pellechet, No. I670: 144, I94, 
and I42, Roest in his catalogue of the Rosenthaliana at Amster- 
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dam, p. 455, has 473, Wachstein 477, Zedner, p. 293, gives 486 

pages; the last seems to be a misprint for 480, caused by the 
occurrence of the number 86 on the same line in the reference 
to De Rossi, which curiously is also misprinted as 486. Roest 
must have had a defective copy; the other discrepancies are due 
to the fact that most copies lack some of the blank leaves. 

Unfortunately no detailed collation of the British Museum copy 
is available. I used Steinschneider's complete copy, which has 
no blanks (474 leaves), and that of Columbia, which has three 

blanks, the only detailed collation of Wachstein, and that of 
Rosenthal. From these I derive the following collation: 

Book I. Preface and contents (I4), i and 4b being 
blank; rn-N, (I2), i b and 2 blank = 70 

, II. Contents (I6), 5 b and 6 blank; 8n-s, 6u, 6 b 
blank = 76 

,, III. Contents (I8), i and 2a blank; 10s, 8_-,, 
7 b and 8 of last blank = 194 

,, IV. Contents (I6), i a blank; 8'_-, 6%, 4 = 96 
V. Contents (I8), i blank; 8l-N, (I4), 4b blank = 44 

480 

This method of collation, which is common in the description 
of incunabula in general, has to be applied consistently to the 
Hebrew incunabula as well. By this means it is easy to examine 

any copy and determine whether it is complete or what is missing. 
It is more convenient to follow the signatures of the books than 
to count through the whole volume as Wachstein does, and by 
this method the blanks left by the printer are most easily indi- 
cated and find their natural explanation. In the two cases 
where a new volume begins-the Kanon is mostly bound in three 

volumes, Books I-II, III, IV-V-i. e. with Books III and IV 
the recto of the first leaf of the table of contents is left blank. 
I think that this detailed description is not quite out of place 
here as it corrects the books reviewed in various points. In this 

connexion I want to draw attention to a very instructive paper: 
'Desiderata in the cataloguing of Incunabula, with a guide for 
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Catalogue entries', by Arnold C. Klebs in Papers of the Biblio- 
graphical Society of America, X, I916, pp. 143-63. 

The rarest books described by Cassuto are the last two 
numbers. The Psalter of Brescia 1493 (No. 72) is not found in 
Oxford; Steinschneider includes the number 13 in brackets to 
indicate the fact, and but for a couple of leaves De Rossi was able 
to acquire, the copy in Florence is unique. De Rossi remarks 
that it was produced from the type set for the Brescia Bible 
which was printed at the same time, each column of the Bible 
text being broken into two so as to prepare a handy pocket edition 
of the Psalter. Other instances of the same practice by Soncino 
were given by Friedberg, ZfHB., VIII, p. 158, who like Cassuto 
overlooked this remark of De Rossi about our book. 

The most curious of the Florence incunabula is No. 43, 
Pentateuch, Megillot and Haftarot. which claims that its text of 
the Pentateuch was corrected according to the famous Hilleli- 
codex. Cassuto contradicts Freimann's assertion that this edition 
was meant to serve as a Tikkun, since the text is too incorrect. 
It is much to be regretted that we have no specimen of this print 
which Freimann, who discovered it, intended to publish in fac- 
simile (ZfHB., VIII, p. I44). Since the Codex Hilleli remained 
in the Iberian peninsula down to the time of the expulsion (see 
Zacuto, Juchasin, ed. Filipowski, London, I857, p. 22ob), we 
are justified in ascribing this edition to a Spanish or Portuguese 
press. 

As a supplement to his Incunaboli Cassuto published in the 
Rivista Israelitica, IX, pp. I67-73, and a reprint of seven pages 
'Note bibliografiche sulla edizione principe del Kol-Bo.' He 
had found a copy of this incunable in the Collegio Rabbinico 
after his book had appeared, and upon careful examination of 
the book reached the conclusion that there is no basis for the 
assertion of the bibliographers which Rosenthal (No. 4r) still 
follows, that the book was printed in Naples c. I490. It belongs 
to the books for which neither place nor date is known. 

One of the very rare incunabula which is dealt with rather 
briefly by Rosenthal (No. 40), the Behai of Naples, contains in its 
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long epigraph, which is for the first time fully reprinted by Wach- 

stein, pp. 21-3, a statement which, if I interpret it right, is of great 
interest for the history of Hebrew typography. Azriel Gunzen- 
hauser's brother-in-law, Moses ben Isaac, is called t'Wnl bDn win 

7ypi Nqn DIn.'n n:b6n bn nlvwy ry nvn:m. Steinschneider (Zeit- 
schrififur Geschichte derJfuden in Deutschland, I, p. Io5) explains 
this 'war vielleicht ein Letternschneider oder Pressenverfertiger'. 
I think the text clearly implies that he was also, and in the first 

place, a wood-engraver. Our book contains some very pretty 
woodcut borders (see the reproduction in Wachstein, p. 20), a fact 
which strengthens this theory considerably. Besides these full- 

page borders the names of the books of the Pentateuch are 

printed in a woodcut frame. In examining the various Naples 
incunabula of our library I found that this woodcut frame of 
our book, the latest dated Naples incunabulum, occurs in the 
earliest Naples books, the parts of the Ketubim as well. It 
is reproduced by Rosenthal as No. I6 of the facsimiles from 
Proverbs 1487. We find it again in the Ibn Ezra of I488 (see 
Jewish Encyclopedia, VI, 523), Nahmanides I490, &c. Sometimes 
it is turned around, the bottom being put on the top. If we 

compare the various books we can see how the frame is gradually 
being broken on one side, and the signs of wear are very 
evident in the later books. If Moses ben Isaac is the wood- 

engraver whose work is used for the Behai, we therefore are justified 
in ascribing to him all the woodcuts used in Gunzenhauser's office, 
and these include most of those found in Italian incunabula.5 
Whether they are the work of the same artist requires expert 
examination. Here I only wish to establish the fact that we 
have the name of an active wood-engraver working for a Hebrew 

printer. The question might also be raised whether Moses did 
some work for printers of Latin books, and whether perhaps the 
same designs also occur in non-Hebrew books. A careful 

investigation of the woodcuts illustrating Ibn Sahula's Mashal 
ha-kadmoni (not mentioned in W. L. Schreiber, Manuel de 

5 See now Freimann, Zur Geschichte der iidischen Buchillustration bis 140o. 
ZfHB. XXI, 1918, p. 25 seq. 

VOL. XI. I 
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'amateur de la gravure sur bois et sur metal au I5e siecle, V) 

might have an important bearing on this question. As a matter 

of fact it has been established that the border used by Tuppo in 

Naples, 1485, for his edition of Aesop occurs again in the first 

complete edition of the Hebrew Bible (Soncino, 1488); see 

F. Lippmann, The Art of Wood-engraving in Italy in the Fifteenth 

Century, London, I888, p. 15, note (where Naples is wrongly given 
as printing-place of the Bible); A. W. Pollard, Italian Book 

Illustrations, London, I894, p. 23, and Early Illustrated Books, 
2nd edition, London, I917, p. 83. Only researches in one of 

the great libraries abroad could throw further light on this 

problem. 
On the most interesting Spanish and Portuguese incunabula 

of Rosenthal I shall only add a few brief remarks. No. 50, which 

the Seminary Library acquired together with No. 52, is different 

from the Guadalaxara edition of Kimhi on the Later Prophets, 
of which the Breslau Seminary possesses a complete copy. The 

Zamora Rashi does not speak of three earlier editions of Rashi, as 

claimed under No. 52, but states that Rashi was the third book 

issued from the Zamora press, the preceding two being a Pentateuch 

and a prayer-book. No. 55 is recorded by Jacobs as 65, No. 66, 
which I have seen, is only part of a leaf containing Gen. 43. 29- 
44. 23. Instead of 'Kommentar', p. 27, line i, read 'Targum'. 
Under 67 Leiria is called the last printing-place for Hebrew in- 

cunabula. This is incorrect. The last place is Barco, where 

Soncino printed in I497. 
In conclusion I wish to draw attention to a two-column article 

on an Hebrew incunabulum which, although a little older,' is 

probably known to very few of the readers. A few years ago 
I received, through the kindness of the author, Mr. S. Seeligmann 
of Amsterdam, a reprint of an article 'Eene zeldzame Rasje- 

uitgave', which had appeared in Centraal-Blad voor Israelieten 

in Nederland, XVI, No. 43 (I9oI). The author, who signs his 

name ',is,n lV, deals with the Rome edition of Rashi, of which 

the Seminary Library has a splendid complete copy, but his pur- 

pose is not to give bibliographical information, but to point to 
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the importance of the book for textual criticism, illustrating it by 
a few good readings not recorded by Berliner.6 This is a point 
in which the value of the Hebrew incunabula greatly differs from 
most of those in other languages. In the latter the texts com- 

monly used are in every way superior to their early predecessors, 
being based on the best manuscripts which came down to us, and 

having profited by the vast advances of the study of philology. 
For most of the Hebrew texts the early editions are far superior 
to the modern reproductions, and they enable us in numberless 

cases to correct difficulties and establish a better text. Outside 
of the Bible editions examined by De Rossi, Baer and C. D. 

Ginsburg, and the Talmud treatises culled in Rabbinovicz's 

DmDI 4pl'1pn, very few of these books have been consulted for 

modern editions (Kohut's Aruk is perhaps the most notable 

exception), and a collection of Hebrew incunabula and other 

early editions is therefore not a matter of curiosity to be relegated 
to a museum, but represents the indispensable tools for the 

Jewish scholar. Unfortunately they will retain this importance 
for a long time yet, since there is little prospect for an organized 
effort to produce the necessary critical editions of all these 

important works to supersede them, an effort which could only 
be directed by a Jewish academy with large financial resources. 

I have in the foregoing review dealt at great length with the 

points in which I had to disagree with the authors on a subject 
to which I have devoted a great deal of time lately in connexion 
with the census of fifteenth-century books owned in America. 
I gladly state once more in conclusion that the books, and 

especially that of Cassuto, are a very important contribution to 
a field little cultivated, and that I derived from them most 
valuable information. 

6 Lately J. Maarsen, tW1'? niKsn Textstudien op den Pentateuch- 
Commentaar van Moses Nachmanides, I (Genesis en Exodus), Amsterdam, 
I9I8, corrected the text of that commentary in numberless cases on the 
basis of the early editions, especially that of Lisbon I489 yielding very 
valuable readings. The earliest incunabulum edition, Rome before I480, 
unfortunately was inaccessible to him. 
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CASSUTO, UMBERTO. Gli studi giudaici in Italia negli ultinmi 

cinquant' anni (I861-911i). Fascicolo I: Bibliografia. 
Roma, I913 (reprinted from Rivista degli studi orientali, V). 
pp. 88, 8vo. 

Italian Jewry has always maintained a high level of culture 
and education. While the number of standard works it can 
boast of is not very large, it can point to the Aruk as the 
classical dictionary of Talmudic literature for a period of eight 
centuries. Modern historical criticism in Jewish literature takes 
its starting-point from the famous Meor Enayim of Azariah 
de Rossi (Mantua, 1574), who was far in advance of his time. 

Among the founders of Jewish Wissenschaft in the nineteenth 

century Isaac Reggio, and especially Samuel David Luzzatto, 
take a very high rank. In spite of the relatively small number 

of Italian Jews, everybody familiar with the recent development 
in the field of Jewish literature is well aware of the important 
contributions in this field due to the zeal of the small band of 

devoted Jewish scholars in that country. The ten volumes of the 
Rivista Israelitica, a strictly scientific bi-monthly, contain a great 
number of articles of the highest value in all departments of 

Jewish learning and are indispensable to the serious Jewish 
scholar. 

But even those who have more or less closely followed the 

progress of Jewish studies in the various countries will be surprised 
by the amount of work actually accomplished in the field of post- 
biblical Judaism in Italy during the last fifty years and recorded 
in Cassuto's careful and most valuable bibliography. It is only 
through it that we get full insight into this activity of our Italian 

co-religionists. Incidentally an index is supplied to the articles 
of scientific value which appeared in the various Italian Jewish 
periodicals (of course with the omission of the contributions of 

foreigners like Berliner or Steinschneider, which, however, at least 
in the case of these two scholars, are enumerated in the biblio- 

graphies of their writings). Luzzatto comes in for the last five 

years of his life only, but the numerous posthumous publications 
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are included (ni I, n : I was reprinted at Lemberg, I881, i6mo). 
We get interesting bibliographies of Castiglione, Castelli, Chajes, 
Lattes, Modona, Mortara, Perreau, Soave, and Cassuto himself, 
to select a few of the large list, in which of course contributions 
to biblical literature are omitted. 

Very numerous and important are the contributions to the 

political and economic history of the Jews in the various parts of 

Italy, frequently based on unpublished material from archives. 

Many of these appeared in local serial publications of the different 
cities and provinces which are not easily consulted or even generally 
accessible. Going over the bibliography of Cassuto, I came 
across a considerable number of references which greatly interested 
me and would otherwise have escaped my attention, and I am 
sure my experience will be duplicated by many others who 
consult Cassuto's thorough work. 

For the principles followed in the compilation of this biblio- 

graphy a slip in front of the volume refers to a second part 
which is to follow. Meantime we can gain some information 
on this point from the book itself. 

The omission of Carmoly, Annali della stamperia ebraica dt 
Riva di Trento, recati in italiano da Giovanni Bampi, Trentino, 
1883, of Perreau's translations of Zunz's chapter on the Jews of 

Sicily, and of Berliner's Delle Biblioteche italiane and Sei mesi in 

Italia, shows that such translations of modern scientific articles 
are excluded on principle, while naturally translations of mediaeval 

Jewish literature are duly recorded (e.g. Maimonides' Moreh 

by Maroni, his Logic by Isaia Levi, Cuzari by Foa, Ikkarim by 
M. Sorani, Israeli's Guide of Physicians by Soave, &c.). The 
same applies to poetic works, and in this field not only the older 

poets (Judah ha-Levi by Barzilai, Benedetti e. o., Abraham ibn 
Ezra by Jona, Immanuel of Rome by Balzo, Benedetti, Modona, 
Sacerdote, Sepilli, or Moses Zacut and Jacob Daniel Olmo by 

Foa), but even the poems of Bialik by Sorani are included. 
Works of authors hailing from Italy are included wherever 

written (e. g. Sabato Morals and Sacerdote), while of foreign 
scholars who have lived for a few years in Italy only those items 
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are included which appeared during their stay in Italy (see e. g. 
Margulies, Elbogen, Chajes). 

It is characteristic of the country that a considerable number 
of important contributions to the study of mediaeval Jewry is due 
to the efforts of non-Jewish scholars such as Garucci, Guidi, 

Lagumina, Lasinio, and above all Perreau. In many instances 
it is hard to say whether the names belong to Jewish or non- 

Jewish scholars, as no indication is given, and only rarely short 

biographical notes are added which we would have liked to meet 
much less sparingly in these pages. Of course every one will 
realize how very difficult it is to gather such information, and we 
must be grateful to the author for what he has done in this 

respect. 
One misses all the publications caused by the contest over 

the will of Caid Samama of Tunis, some of which, at least, like 

Castelli, II diritto di testare nella legislazione ebraica, Florence, 
1878, seem to consider the questions at issue from a general 
point of view, and are of interest for the subject of Jewish 
Law (see the list of titles in REJ, XVIII, I56-77, to be com- 

pleted by HB., XIX, ioi), and one of which, therefore, is 
included in Steinschneider's bibliography in his, 'Allgemeine 
Einleitung in die jtidische Literatur des Mittelalters' (JQR., XVII, 
p. 549, No. 35). 

A few occasional cross-references would have increased the 

practical use of the book. Thus an article published under 
the name Feroso is recorded under Maroni with the statement 
that the former name is a pseudonym. But this is hardly known 
to everybody and ought to be stated under Feroso. Reviews 

ought also to be mentioned in connexion with the name of the 
book itself. 

Levi, -"~W npn, is better known under the title of the reprint 
(Brody, I879, i6 pp., i6mo): nnDn mrpn; see Steinschneider, 
Geschichtsliteratur, ? II5. The many instances of reprints with 

special title and pagination of articles by Perreau, Lattes, Cassuto, 
and many others ought perhaps to have been recorded. 

Bampi, 'Della stampa e degli stampatori nel principato di 
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Trienti fino al I564,' Archivio Trentino, II, fasc. 2, 1884, which 
deals with Markaria's Latin publications connected with the 
Trent Council (unknown in ZfHB., X, p. 94, and inaccessible 
to me even now), and Cesare Musatti, 'I1 maestro Mose Soave,' 
Arch. Venet., XXXVI, part 2, I888, are the only additions I can 
make to the bibliography, besides the article 'Ventura, Rubino' 
in Jewish Encyclopedia, XI, by the author of the bibliography. 
P. 82 read M[oritz] Steinschneider instead of M[ax]. 

The only thing one misses in the useful volume is a subject- 
index grouping the material recorded and thus facilitating its use 
and increasing its helpfulness, but such an addition was probably 
excluded by the scheme of the larger work from which Cassuto's 
is reprinted: 'Gli studi orientali in Italia negli ultimi 50 anni', 

published by the Scuola Orientale at the University of Rome. 

Perhaps the promised second part will in some way supply this 
demand. 

It is much to be desired that Dr. Cassuto should follow up 
this volume with a continuation every five years or so. He 
would be sure of the sincere thanks of all those interested in 
the furtherance of Jewish literature. 

ALEXANDER MARX. 

Jewish Theological Seminary 
of America. 
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